Safety Management Cycle for the Vehicle
Maintenance BASIC – Inspection-Repair-Maintenance
What Is the Safety Management Cycle (SMC)?
The SMC is a tool used by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) to help identify and address motor carrier safety
and compliance issues. Motor carriers can also use the SMC within their own businesses to determine which of the Safety Management
Processes (SMPs) that they may need to improve by looking at the processes, management, and controls associated with each SMP.
This document identifies tools motor carriers can use to establish and improve appropriate safety management controls, thereby
reducing or eliminating violations. Motor carriers and drivers are reminded, however, that they are ultimately responsible for ensuring
compliance with all applicable regulations. For information about the regulations related to the Vehicle Maintenance Behavior Analysis
and Safety Improvement Category (BASIC) – Inspection-Repair-Maintenance, see the Vehicle Maintenance BASIC factsheet at
http://csa.fmcsa.dot.gov/Documents/FMC_CSA_12_009_BASICs_VehMaint.pdf.

The SMC is used to systematically assess SMPs in six areas:
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3. Qualification and Hiring, 4. Training and Communication,
5. Monitoring and Tracking, and 6. Meaningful Action. By
periodically reviewing each process, there is an opportunity to
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compliance issues are identified or crashes occur. The SMC
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can also be used after safety and compliance issues or
crashes have taken place to assist in determining which
SMPs need attention.
The SMCs for each BASIC can be found in the Information
Center on the SMS Website at http://ai.fmcsa.dot.gov/sms.
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The Safety Management Cycle, or SMC, consists of
the six Safety Management Processes outlined in
the graphic above.

Policies and Procedures
• D
 evelop a system of preventive maintenance for compliant, safe, and efficient fleet operations, including a schedule
for periodic maintenance, inspection, and recordkeeping. This system should be attuned to manufacturer
recommendations, the carrier’s own experience, and regulatory requirements.
• D
 evelop a procedure ensuring that vehicle defects that impact safety and/or safety compliance are reported, repaired,
and certified before the vehicle is operated.
• D
 evelop procedures to ensure that management is notified of vehicle defects through the use of Driver Vehicle Inspection
Records (DVIRS) and other communication channels, such as driver call-in and e-mail from mechanics.
• D
 evelop a policy ensuring that drivers are qualified to complete thorough and timely DVIRs by the end of the day of the
trip and prior to a subsequent assignment.
• Establish a policy requiring drivers to submit copies of all roadside inspections to carrier management within 24 hours.
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• D
 evelop policies and procedures requiring drivers to immediately notify appropriate management of any
roadside vehicle Out-of-Service Order (OOSO).
• D
 evelop a written and progressive disciplinary policy focused on taking corrective action to ensure drivers comply with
regulations and policies. A progressive disciplinary policy could include, among other things, written warnings,
suspensions, or work restrictions, monetary penalties, and termination. This policy should also specify consequences
for any carrier official who knowingly and willfully allows vehicle maintenance violations.

Passenger Carrier Only:
• D
 evelop systematic procedures for inspecting maintenance items critical to fire safety and emergency evacuation—for
example, checking wheel-hub lubrication levels according to the manufacturer’s recommended inspection intervals,
checking wheels for signs of excess heat every time the motorcoach is parked, regularly inspecting wiring and electrical
systems for short circuits, and inspecting emergency exit operation and markings.
• Consider installation of fire detection and suppression systems on current fleets and as purchase options on new coaches.

Roles and Responsibilities
• D
 efine and document responsibilities of managers, supervisors, drivers, dispatchers, mechanics, and technicians as
related to vehicle inspection, repair, and maintenance policies, including the monitoring and documentation of defects
and repairs.
• D
 efine and document roles and responsibilities of mechanics and technicians for differentiating between safety-related
defects and other defects and for taking unsafe vehicles out-of-service (OOS).
• E
 mpower the person who is in charge of fixing trucks with the authority to complete tasks, such as the purchasing of
new parts when needed.
• D
 efine and document roles and responsibilities for checking daily completion of DVIRs and certifying repair before the
next assignment.
• D
 efine and document dispatcher responsibilities for planning, scheduling, monitoring, and adjusting fleet operations in
accordance with repair and maintenance requirements.
• D
 efine driver responsibilities for informing managers, supervisors, and mechanics/technicians of safety-related defects
and repair requirements prior to vehicle operation, including those resulting from vehicle OOSOs.

Passenger Carrier Only:
• D
 esignate a manager to collect and evaluate all vehicle inspection-, repair-, and maintenance-related customer
complaints and their safety implications.

Qualification and Hiring
• E
 nsure that prospective employees are qualified to inspect, repair, and maintain the carrier’s vehicles by querying
applicants, checking with previous employers and references, and obtaining necessary documents regarding
inspection, repair, and maintenance responsibilities and (for mechanics and technicians) the quality of previous
work, including whether maintenance services were systematic and well documented. Create a detailed written
record of each inquiry.
• Q
 uery the FMCSA information systems to check the vehicle inspection, repair, and maintenance performance
(violations, OOS rates, etc.) of other carriers for whom the mechanic has worked. Then, ask follow-up questions to
better determine the mechanics performance in those previous jobs.
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• V
 erify prospective brake inspectors’ understanding of job requirements and their applicable training and
apprenticeship credentials.
• S
 creen prospective dispatchers for flexibility and the ability to deal with crisis by posing “what if” scenarios, such
as how they would expedite an emergency repair or a replacement vehicle if given an OOS call on a critical haul.
• A
 ssess prospective drivers’ understanding of their responsibility for, and experience with, inspecting and maintaining
the vehicle, reporting defects, and verifying repairs.
• E
 nsure that the employment application captures all information required by Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations
(FMCSRs)—for example, for drivers, with regard to types of vehicles operated, and for mechanics and technicians, with
regard to certification of the ability to perform repairs.
• E
 nhance the recruitment process to identify and attract qualified applicants for the positions of safety director,
mechanic, and other roles with responsibility for inspection, repair, and maintenance, using outside resources such
as insurance companies, industry groups, and consultants for employee searches and referrals.

Passenger Carrier Only:
• V
 erify that mechanics and technicians are familiar with advanced technology and are certified for the vehicles on which
they will be working.

Training and Communication
• C
 onvey expectations to all applicable staff for adhering to vehicle inspection, repairing, and maintenance regulations
and company policies and procedures, and for executing responsibilities by providing new hire and refresher training,
and establish communication channels such as newsletters and/or meetings focused on conflicts between vehicle
availability and repair requirements.
• E
 nsure that all employees understand and accept their responsibility for timely communication of safety issues related
to fleet inspection, repair, and maintenance to the appropriate individuals.
• E
 nsure that managers and supervisors articulate their commitment to and establish communication with employees
concerning vehicle inspection, repair, and maintenance.
• C
 ommunicate the carrier’s Vehicle Maintenance BASIC percentile to all staff and explain to them individually what they
can do to help improve compliance.
• E
 nsure that mechanics and technicians communicate with the vehicle and equipment manufacturers and receive
regular updated bulletins and recommendations.
• E
 nsure that carriers with non-English-speaking employees who need to communicate with English-speaking employees
and to understand English language literature, such as the manufacturer’s guide, have ways to deal successfully with
language barriers.
• E
 nsure that all drivers, dispatchers, managers, mechanics, and technicians receive training, including methods and
tools, and appropriate certifications to fulfill their responsibilities and documentation requirements regarding vehicle
inspection, repair, and maintenance, as required by regulations and company policies.
• Implement and provide training for a fleet maintenance software system that can be updated according to current
industry and regulatory standards, manufacturer’s recommendations, and the carrier’s experience.
• T rain mechanics to be able to differentiate between safety-related defects and other defects—for example, by
recognizing that defective wheel ends can lead to wheel separation.
Continued on page 4
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• E
 nsure that drivers are trained in vehicle OOS rules, their responsibilities in adhering to them, and the carrier’s
procedures for reporting OOS violations and communicating appropriately with other personnel.
• T rain all staff who are required to monitor and track vehicle maintenance on the appropriate company policies,
including those related to discipline and incentives.
• P
 rovide hiring officials with guidance on how best to attract, screen, and qualify applicants who are most likely to
adhere to vehicle inspection, repairing, and maintenance regulations and company policies and procedures.
• R
 einforce training to drivers, mechanics, and other employees about vehicle maintenance policies, procedures, and
responsibilities, using job aids, post-training testing, and/or refresher training. Encourage informal feedback among
drivers and mechanics so that they can help each other to improve.

Passenger Carrier Only:
• P
 rovide training on procedures related to fire safety and emergency evacuation, such as checking wheel-hub lubrication
levels according to the manufacturer’s recommended inspection intervals, checking wheels for signs of excess heat
every time the motorcoach is parked, regularly inspecting wiring and electrical systems for short circuits, and inspecting
emergency exit operation and markings.

Monitoring and Tracking
• C
 heck all inspections and relevant records, such as DVIRs, pre-trip and annual inspections, and maintenance and
repair records, to ensure that company inspection, repairing, and maintenance policies and procedures are adhered
to and properly documented.
• E
 nsure that DVIRs are effectively coordinated with maintenance and operations, result in timely corrective measures,
and are verified during pre-trip inspections as applicable.
• R
 equire mechanics to note whether parts came from inventory or were ordered, to ensure accuracy of
maintenance records.
• M
 onitor and track roadside inspection results to ensure that vehicle defects are repaired and documented promptly
and to prevent OOS vehicles from operating prior to being repaired.
• M
 onitor manufacturer recalls through www.nhtsa.dot.gov and consult with manufacturer service representatives to
keep current with service bulletins for proactive maintenance.
• Implement a system for keeping accurate records of employee inspection, repair, and maintenance training needs,
including updates on a carrier’s fleet or equipment and completed training, via software, a checklist in the driver’s file,
and/or another appropriate method.
• R
 egularly evaluate the company’s vehicle-maintenance-related inspection results via FMCSA’s Website at
http://ai.fmcsa.dot.gov/SMS. Assess violations for process breakdowns and how to remedy them.
• M
 aintain inspection, repair, maintenance, vehicle identification, and communication records to help evaluate the
performance of all staff (drivers, dispatchers, mechanics, and managers) involved in fleet maintenance and the
effectiveness of compliance with vehicle maintenance policies, procedures, and regulations.
• E
 valuate personnel who are monitoring vehicle maintenance performance by making sure they are using DVIRS,
roadside inspections, and other data; applying performance standards fairly, consistently, and equitably; and
documenting evaluations.
• W
 hen monitoring and tracking vehicle maintenance issues, always assess whether an issue is individual or
represents a systemic breakdown in one of the SMPs (Policies and Procedures, Roles and Responsibilities, etc.).
Continued on page 5
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Passenger Carrier Only:
• M
 onitor manufacturer recalls through www.nhtsa.dot.gov; consult with manufacturer service representatives to keep
current with service bulletins for proactive maintenance, especially with regard to preowned buses.
• Monitor and track vehicle-maintenance-related passenger complaints and assess safety implications.

Meaningful Action
• D
 esign and implement incentives and/or recognition programs in order to reward and encourage effective performance
related to compliance with vehicle inspection, repair, and maintenance regulations and company policies—for example,
to include bonuses, gift certificates, and/or verbal recognition to drivers for a clean Level 1 inspection report.
• G
 ive employees immediate feedback, and require corrective action as soon as the company is aware that vehicle
inspection, repair, and maintenance responsibilities are not being fulfilled.
• P
 rovide remedial training to employees with performance issues related to vehicle inspection, repair, and maintenance
that can be addressed by enhancing their knowledge and skills.
• Implement a disciplinary policy where potential disciplinary measures correspond to risk posed, with violations
associated with high-consequence accidents or incidents being punished more severely.
• D
 iscipline carrier officials for knowingly and willfully allowing violations of vehicle inspection-, repair-, and maintenancerelated regulations, such as allowing a driver to use a truck that is in disrepair.
• If the problem related to vehicle maintenance is systemic, make adjustments to one or more of the SMPs (Policies and
Procedures, Roles and Responsibilities, etc.).
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